Measurement and simulation of temperature rise distribution in phantom irradiated by weak nonlinear ultrasonic
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1. Introduction

Acoustics radiation force impulse (ARFI) imaging is possible to quantitatively diagnose at deep tissue in human body. However, ultrasonic irradiation of high intensity and long burst pulse may has a helth risk for human body. One of risk is temperature rise caused by high intensity ultrasonic irradiation[1]. Measurement of temperature rise caused by ARFI irradiation using thermocouple was reported[2]. We have studied about the temperature rise caused by ultrasonic irradiation[3-6]. Sound field was calculated by linear finite difference time domain (FDTD) method. Thermal distribution caused by ultrasonic absorption in phantom was calculated by heat conduction equation (HCE) method from ultrasonic intensity.

In this paper, we develop three-dimensional simulation method using nonlinear-FDTD-HCE method. Comparing simulation result to experimental result of sound field and thermal distribution, it’s validity was confirmed.

2. Configuration of experiment and simulation

In order to obtain the sound pressure distribution in media, nonlinear-FDTD calculated the nonlinear wave propagation using the next equations,

\[
\frac{1}{c^2} \frac{\partial^2 p_1}{\partial t^2} = \nabla^2 p_1 + \frac{b}{\rho c^4} \frac{\partial^3 p_1}{\partial t^3} ...
\]

\[
\frac{1}{c^2} \frac{\partial^2 p_2}{\partial t^2} = \nabla^2 p_2 + \frac{b}{\rho c^4} \frac{\partial^3 p_2}{\partial t^3} + \frac{\beta}{\rho c^4} \frac{\partial^2 p_1^2}{\partial t^2} ...
\]

where \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \) are sound pressure of fundamental and 2nd harmonics wave, \( \rho \) and \( c \) are density and sound speed in media, \( t \) is time, \( \beta=1+B/2A \) is nonlinear coefficient, \( B/A \) is nonlinear parameter and \( b \) is absorption of sound[7]. Absorption of sound is written by

\[
b = \zeta + \frac{4}{3} \eta \approx \frac{2c^3 \alpha}{\omega^2 \rho}, ...
\]

where \( \eta \) and \( \zeta \) are shear and bulk viscosity, \( \alpha \) and \( \omega \) are the attenuation coefficient and the angular frequency.

For measurement of sound pressure distribution of transducer, we scan sound field used needle hydrophone in water tank. The center frequency, active diameter and geometric focus length of transducer are 1.1 MHz, 64 mm and 63.2 mm, respectively. Properties of water are \( \rho=1000 \text{ kg/m}^3, c=1500 \text{ m/s} \) and \( B/A=5.0 \).

For thermal distribution caused by ultrasonic irradiation in media, HCE is given as follows

\[
\rho C \frac{\partial T}{\partial t} = \lambda \nabla^2 T + Q ...
\]

where \( T, C, \lambda \) and \( Q \) are temperature, heat capacity, heat conductivity and heating value, respectively. Heating value is given by

\[
Q = 2(\alpha_1 I_1 + \alpha_2 I_2) ...
\]

where \( \alpha_1 \) and \( \alpha_2 \) are the attenuation coefficient of fundamental and 2nd harmonics wave, \( t_p \) is sound period.

Thermal distribution in soft tissue phantom irradiated by ultrasonic is measured by thermal imaging method[8]. In this paper, we fabricate a split tissue phantom of 90 mm cubic, after IEC 60601-2-37. Properties of phantom are \( \rho=1000 \text{ kg/m}^3, c=1500 \text{ m/s}, \alpha=0.4 \text{ dB cm}^{-1} \text{ MHz}^{-1}, C=3750 \text{ J kg}^{-1} \text{ K}^{-1}, \lambda=0.4 \text{ W m}^{-1} \text{ K}^{-1} \) and \( B/A=6.0 \).

In irradiated condition in water, pulse repetition frequency (PRF) is 100 Hz, irradiation time is 1 min. and distance from transducer to phantom is 8 mm. After irradiation, thermal image is obtained by thermo camera in air[4].

3. Result of experiment and simulation

Figures 1 (a) and (b) show the comparison of the sound pressure distribution between
measurement and simulation. Figure 1 (a) shows the sound pressure distribution at central axis. Figure 1 (b) shows the sound pressure distribution at transverse direction at focal point. Focal point is located in 53 mm from transducer as shown in Fig. 1 (a). As a shown in Figs. 1 (a) and (b), simulation results agree well with experimental results near focal point. Figure 2 shows a waveform of experiment and simulation at focal point. Both waveforms of experiment and simulation show nonlinearity as shown in Fig. 2.

Figures 3 (a) and (b) show a comparison of the temperature rise distribution between measurement and simulation. Figure 3 (a) shows the temperature rise distribution at central axis. Figure 3 (b) shows the temperature rise distribution at transverse direction on peak temperature point. As shown in Fig. 3 (a), the point of peak temperature rise is at 53 mm from transducer. The focal length in phantom is the same as focal point in water. Experiment and simulation results agree well as a shown in Figs. 2 (a) and (b).

4. Summary

In this study, we developed three-dimensional nonlinear-FDTD-HCE simulation, and we also measured the distribution of sound pressure and temperature rise. As results of sound pressure and temperature rise, simulation result were good agreements with experiment result. Therefore, we are possible to calculate the distribution of sound pressure and temperature rise in phantom.
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